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Hand Loading Press 6 

From Neil MacLean 

Hand Load Pressure Variables. 

Part 1 – Cartridge Pressure and Traditional Pressure Estimation Methods. 

Pressure inside the cartridge case and rifle barrel is what sends the projectile on it’s way toward the 
target. The objective of all who load cartridges is to keep that pressure in the Goldilocks zone, high 
enough to give good performance but not so high that we enter the zone where bad things happen, very 
quickly! Just right in other words. 

Commercial cartridge manufacturers use sophisticated pressure measuring equipment to ensure that 
their cartridges are safe to fire in the rifles they are intended for.  Different countries have different units 
and different ways of measuring it. However each manufacturer is familiar with their system and 
manages to produce safe cartridges almost all of the time. 

Hand loaders don’t have sophisticated pressure measuring equipment so we must rely on data published 
by projectile and powder manufacturers. If we dabble with wildcats or use traditionally under loaded 
cartridges however we are on our own. 

Over the years hand loaders and earlier loading manual authors have used various methods to estimate 
(some say guess) pressure. Let’s have a look at some of them. 

Bolt Lift and Primer Appearance. 

These are traditional methods for estimating pressure. The degree of force needed to raise the bolt 
handle and cratering or flattening of the edge of firing pin impression are considered to show the level of 
pressure. Unfortunately both are unreliable and can be very misleading. Bolt action type and cocking 
ramp smoothness effect bolt lift and an enormous range of variables effect primer appearance.  A friend’s 
wildcat rifle had normal bolt lift and primer appearance but expanded the heads of cases with one shot 
and could not be reloaded. Another shows primer cratering with mild loads. 

I used to use these methods but no longer 

Case Expansion. 

There are two case expansion methods that have been used for estimating pressure. Unfortunately the 
terminology is becoming muddled in some articles I’ve seen so take care. 

Case body or Pressure Ring Expansion. 

This method relies on measurement of the expansion of the case wall just ahead of the solid case head 
and comparison with measurements of factory cartridges fired in the same rifle. For this method a series 
of factory cartridges (3 to 5) are fired and the pressure ring measured. Next the projectiles are pulled and 
powder discarded from remaining cartridges from the same box or at least manufacturer and lot. Your 
loads are now assembled in these cases, fired and expansion measurements compared with the factory 
cases. New cases only are used for measurement but can be reloaded for hunting or whatever. 

This method does have merit. Ken Waters used this method, combined with considerable experience, to 
produce his Pet Loads series for Handloader Magazine over a period of some 40 years. His loads are my 
first reference for any new cartridge I load for. 
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History of Hastings Clubroom Heads 

 

Locality - Blue  river, Makarora valley.  Shot 1923. 

Herrick and guide Jim Muir were returning to camp on the first day out when they sighted a fine stag on the river 
flat.  Due to other animals and wind direction they withdrew from the stalk.  Some days later the pair were forced to 
return off the tops onto the river flat due to thick fog.  While on the river flat they heard a stag close by in the merky 
conditions.  So they dropped into a dry water course and waited.  Shortly out of the gloom loomed the same stag 
they had sighted days before.  A magnificent animal.  One shot from Herrick's rifle secured this fine trophy.  Jasper 
Herrick gifted his fathers trophy to our club in the 1970's.  Max Motley remounted it in 1999.  D.S. 349 3/8. 
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My First Deer 

By Oliver Wiggins-Crowe 

The constant drone of the helicopter rings in my ears as I get out of the heli. “Go stand over there“ Dad shouts. My 
brother Henry, my dog Outlaw and I walked over to the edge of the heli pad. Dad, Paul and Chris Crosse were 
grabbing bags and gear and coming and putting them beside us. When the heli took off, Dad got some footage of it 
flying away. When it was gone we grabbed our bags and headed for the hut. The hut was only 50 metres away from 
the helipad so we went and set up our gear in the hut, had a feed, grabbed our bags and headed out for a hunt. 
After about a dozen river crossings, we finally made it to a clear area with no scrub on it, so we decided to set up 
camp there. We set up our fly and went for a trout fish before we went hunting. On the walk we saw about a dozen 
large trout, feeding in the pools. Once we set up camp, we decided to go for a hunt. We walked along the river for a 

bit before Dad decided we should  

climb up the hill and glass from there. After about ten minutes, we 
found a spot where we could glass from. After a while, we haven't 
spotted anything, so Dad said “I'm going to go over there and glass 
from there ok?” A few minutes later, Dad came back and said he 
saw a deer. We followed him and when we got there, we spotted the 
deer. It was a yearling, feeding on a slip. Dad set the gun up for me 
and I got into position to shoot. I aimed it up and BLAM. The deer 
dropped like a stone and fell over. “yay” I said. I was so excited 
about shooting my first deer, I was shaking. 
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